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UP FRO NT

BY TIM O’HARA
TAB

Generosity is Contagious!

F

rom the early start
of my credit union
industry journalistic
career, I recognized
that credit unions are
a lot about giving back to their
member/owners and to their
communities.
This generosity of spirit
extends far beyond everyday
lending and investing, it
huge
amounts
represents
of money flowing back into the credit union’s
memberships.
There is not one day that goes by that I don’t
receive several press releases about individual credit
union giving, or entire organizations like CUNA and
NAFCU (and many other state and nationals groups)
giving generously.
One of my favorite charitable credit union causes
is the Credit Unions for Kids in conjunction with
Children’s Miracle Network. In fact, you will find a
pro bono ad for this wonderful charity in this issue and
all other issues of Credit Union BUSINESS (146 free
ads so far).

CUs give money, but also personal time of numerous
volunteers. This morning, I received a press release
from Dow Chemical Employees’ Credit Union
concerning a group of credit union employees who
quite literally got their hands dirty from cleaning
up about one mile of a neighborhood street near the
credit union. These happy faces say a lot about their
community spirit, don’t they?
Thanks for reading!
Tim
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IN - BRA NC H
PRODU C T S A L E S

BY NICK BROWN

The 4 Critical Sales Positions at Your
Credit Union

E

very position at your credit union is critical.
When every position works together, your
credit union hums like a well-oiled machine,
serving members and creating exceptional
value in their lives. But, which position is
the most important?
I would wager that this question could spur an
interesting debate. I believe there may be cases made
for many different roles in the credit union. The role I
would argue for, however, is that of your credit union’s
sales team. This would include branch, contact center,
e-Lending, mortgage, investment, insurance, business
development, business service employees, their
managers, and probably a few others as well.
Sales is the backbone of every credit union. As
a retail sales establishment offering products and
services direct to consumers, your credit union is first
and foremost a financial sales organization. Without
sales your credit union fails. Not necessarily because
of the loss of revenue. No, it fails because without
sales your credit union no longer fulfills its intended
purpose. If your employees are not selling they are not
truly serving your members’ financial needs. Let me
explain.
A number of years ago, I worked for a credit union
that hired a third party video crew to survey members
as they left the branch. The purpose of the survey was
to understand what their members expected of them
as their credit union and primary financial institution.
Most of the questions asked were about service, and
how well the credit union was meeting their needs.

Truthfully, I don’t remember any of the questions
except one. I remember this question because it left an
indelible impression on me as a credit union employee.
The members’ answers changed my perspective of
what it meant to be a credit union employee, and what
it meant to provide true service. They changed my
attitude about sales and ultimately my career trajectory.
The question was simply this:
“If you found out your credit union had a product
or service which would make your finances more
convenient, save you money, or help you make more
money, but they hadn’t told you about it, what would
you do?”
Nearly every member expressed that they would be
disappointed, upset, or even angry. A handful even
said they would no longer be able to trust the credit
union and would close their accounts. It was then
that I realized just how passionate our members were
about their credit union membership. They truly relied
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IN-BRANCH PRODUCT SALES

on the employees to be experts looking out for
their best interests and acting as their financial
partner.
It is true that not every member is this
passionate about their relationship with their
credit union. In fact, it may seem that one of
your biggest challenges is the lack of passion
your members have to make your credit union
their primary financial institution. Regardless
of which type of member you are working with,
the passionate advocate, the opportunistic rate
shopper, or somewhere in between, credit union
sales is the key to maintaining the relationship
with the member and keeping it moving forward. So
how exactly do you do that?
Most every credit union has four different sales
roles. Each of these sales roles plays a different
function in the sales process to expand and deepen
your member’s relationship with the credit union. By
identifying these roles and understanding the important
sales function they each play, your credit union can
provide customized and role specific training for
each employee. This customized training prepares
the employee to sell within their normal function.
Additionally, employees can be purposefully shown
how their role contributes to the organizational goal of
expanding and deepening member relationships.

will likely present themselves. Each role represents a
number of positions within the credit union. Let’s look
at those.
A Transacting Role would include any employee
whose primary function is to process transactions,
answer questions, and resolve account related
problems. Specifically, this would be your traditional
tellers, employees with tellering responsibility such
as a universal employee when acting in that function,
and contact center agents. Additionally, an agent
interacting with a member through an ITM would also
fit into this role.
A Processing Role would include those employees
whose primary responsibilities include processing
membership and loan applications and opening new
core products and services. Such positions may include
branch loan officers, lending center agents (online
and phone; new accounts and loans), and in certain
situations your mortgage loan officers.
The Prospecting Role is a bit different than the
others. Where the others generally service members
who are engaging the credit union, the prospecting role
reaches out and solicits new business through phone
calls and emails. This would include outbound sales
agents and various others who, from time to time,
proactively reach out to members to develop sales
opportunities.

Categorizing the Four Sales Roles
The four sales roles most credit unions have are the:
• Transacting Role
• Processing Role
• Prospecting Role
• Developing Role
The names of these roles are largely based on the
employee’s primary function, but more importantly
it identifies the process where sales opportunities

10
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IN-BRANCH PRODUCT SALES

how to properly interview the member to uncover the
member’s true need and align the best product to those
needs. They should understand how to position the
sale of all ancillary products in these conversations.
Finally, they must be able to assess other product or
service needs the member may have and lead a sales
discussion to capture the full relationship.
Because prospecting employees are proactively
reaching out to members over the phone and email to
solicit new business, they will need additional training
on this specific sales function. Proactive selling is
significantly different than selling to a member who
has engaged the credit union for a product or serivce.
These employees will need training on how to
effectively communicate in a charismatic way. They
will need training on a specific sales process designed to
capture the member’s attention and gain commitments
to bringing over the member’s loans, deposits, and
checking accounts. They will also need training on
proper follow-up and commitment processes to lead
the member through the process to closing.
Lastly, employees in a Developing Role will
need sales training which is unique to the other three
roles. These employees have a sales cycle which is
much longer than any of the other roles. They are
selling the relationship and must establish themselves
as experts and trusted advisors. Generally, the sales
discussions they are having are not with members,
but rather businesses. To be successful, employees
in a Developing Role must have specific training on
sales nurturing, lead development, initial contacts, and
finally closing. In account development settings these
employees will need training to capture the current need
as well as long cycle account development practices.

Lastly, the Developing Role includes all positions
that have account ownership and management
responsibilities and those which develop professional
networks to bring in new business opportunities.
This would include investment advisors, business
development officers, business account representatives,
insurance agents commercial realestate, and finally
indirect and lifestyle lending managers.

Sales Success in Each Role
The purpose of understanding these roles is to develop
each employee to succeed in their responsibility as a
sales person and also succeed in executing the credit
union’s goals. Because each position is so different in
its function and purpose, the sales processes will be
quite different.
In a Transacting Role, employees process
transactions for hundreds of members each day. Out
of any other sales role, these employees have the most
interaction with your members. Such interactions
present a significant opportunity that your credit union
should be using to identify additional member needs.
Employees must be thoroughly trained to identify
sales opportunities quickly from the member’s account
profile, transaction history, and transaction requests.
Also, they should be trained to solicit information
through basic conversations which will uncover
member needs. Finally, because of the high-volume
nature of their position, they must be trained to sell in a
way that is to the point and quickly gains the member’s
interest and commitment to move forward.
Your Processing employees will have a different
experience. Their positions largely focus in on
opening new accounts, loans, and other core products
and services. Generally speaking, your members
are engaging the credit union and the employee for
these needs. These employees must have a sound
operational knowledge of the products and processes,
but they should also have significant sales training on

Conclusion
By identifying the various sales roles at your credit
union, you will be able to strategically position and
train your sales staff to propel the credit union’s
11
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mission and growth. Each employee will
excel in their role to capture your member’s
financial needs, generate revenue, and most
importantly add value in your members’ lives.
This clarity in role and training will develop
exceptional employees who are accountable,
committed, and willing to maintain a long-term
relationship with the credit union. That means
your credit union will be enabled to compete
at a higher level and win a great percentage of
your members’ business in this competitive
market.

SalesCU
(formerly
Nick
Brown Consulting) is a credit
union-specific, sales training
company dedicated to bring
a proactive sales approach
to
every
credit
union.
SalesCU accomplishes this
by providing sales consulting
and training to enhance
branch sales, contact center
sales, outbound sales, and
lending center sales. The goal of SalesCU is to empower
credit unions to cultivate primary financial relationships
with their members. Engage Nick Brown directly at
801-860-5807 and nick@salescu.com. Ask about his credit
union specific workshops and online sales training, featured
at www.salescu.com.
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DIGI TA L
IN ITI ATI VES

BY ABHISHEK VEERAGHANTA

Does Your Financial Institution Have
the Right Tools for a Successful
Digital Transformation?

K

eeping customers and members satisfied
in today’s technology-driven world is no
easy task, even for the largest banks and
credit unions. In fact, when BAI recently
surveyed consumers on how their primary
financial institution could improve their banking
experience, there was no shortage of requests. A better
omnichannel experience was the top request for 24
percent of consumers, as the inability to seamlessly
switch between channels is a frustrating pain point for
many. Other requests include transforming branches
for a better in-person banking experience, enhancing
the mobile channel for an “Amazon-style” experience
and making better use of account holder data to improve
product and service suggestions.
This can be accomplished using existing
technology, but many financial institutions still struggle
with a puzzle of outdated legacy systems, channelspecific services and tangled back-end systems.
Overcoming these hurdles makes it near impossible to
enhance the omnichannel experience and leverage data
to better serve account holders long-term.

another vendor for mobile deposit. These disparate
channels have resulted in the industry’s tendency to
focus on introducing a new feature or service to one
channel at a time due to the headache of multiple
system integrations.
For systems that financial institutions do choose
to integrate, an expiring contract with one vendor
may impact solutions from other vendors, which
is burdensome from a due diligence standpoint.
Additionally, for financial institutions that require
specific or customized functionalities, like banker’s
banks and corporate credit unions, buying various
solutions from different vendors and creating a
complex patchwork is less-than-ideal.

Today’s Less-Than-Ideal Approach to Digital
Transformation

Traditionally, financial institutions have kept up
with account holder demands by purchasing various
products from several vendors and implementing them
as needed. Banks and credit unions might have an
online banking vendor, a mobile banking vendor and
13
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Rather than juggle channel-specific functionalities,
along with an assortment of vendors and software
systems, banks and credit unions of all sizes should
consider consolidating multiple channels under a
single platform. Not only does this significantly
reduce a financial institution’s vendor management
responsibilities and the need for several costly system
integrations, this approach also empowers institutions
with greater technological flexibility. A unified digital
banking platform, especially one that leverages open
architecture and application programming interfaces
(APIs), allows financial institutions to efficiently adapt
to and adopt the latest advancements in technology to
accommodate their own business needs and meet the
demands of today’s account holders.
For instance, one financial cooperative that serves
other credit unions throughout the U.S., has partnered
with VSoft for its intelligent, open architecture digital
service platform, Arya. The credit union leverages
Arya’s flexible multi-tenant, multi-tiered platform to
provide its nearly 500 member credit unions access to
manage, edit and update member accounts. Because
Arya consolidates multiple products into one system
and was designed with flexibility in mind, the platform
can easily be tailored for distinct use cases, including
at corporate financial institutions.
Understandably, a hodgepodge of systems and
vendors also causes a disjointed user experience. By
managing multiple channels under one system, banks
and credit unions can deliver the seamless omnichannel
experience that account holders now expect. This
supports the same functionalities, design and layout
across channels. Furthermore, this enables account
holders to manage their finances from their preferred
device, as well as switch devices and resume their
banking activities with ease.
One bank has achieved this by consolidating its
online and mobile banking applications with Arya.

This enables the bank’s business and consumer account
holders to gain insight into account balances, detailed
transaction data and more, all through a single platform
across devices. Since deploying the platform, the bank
can also offer account holders a better user experience
with more feature functionality on a mobile device.
More impressively, this bank has grown its active
user base by more than 30 percent with more than
10,000 users enrolled in digital banking and increased
the number of mobile banking app downloads since
implementing Arya.

Can You See the Big Picture?

A tangle of back-end systems and channel-specific
services also hinders a financial institution’s ability to
use data. Research from BAI reveals that 13 percent
of consumers want their financial institution to better
leverage their data to improve product and service
suggestions. However, without a consolidated system,
account holder data is siloed according to channel,
system or even product, which makes it difficult to
form decisions based on data.
While financial institutions can analyze data from
one channel or system, this approach limits the amount
of insight an institution can access on its account
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DIGITAL INITIATIVES

holders. Gathering and cross-analyzing data across
channels is crucial for banks and credit unions to obtain
an accurate and comprehensive view of their account
holders. Without this view, it is much harder for
institutions to execute successful marketing campaigns
and ultimately, uncover opportunities for growth.
For account holders with personal and business
accounts at the same institution, fragmented systems
and disparate sources of data are especially problematic.
New technology and innovations have shaped business
owners’ expectations of how their financial institution
should support their banking needs, but without
access to adequate data, it is challenging for financial
institutions to understand how to address those needs.
To ensure each account holder receives the most
relevant product offerings and timely marketing
messages, financial institutions must harness
aggregated data from all channels. This also encourages
the development of new products and services that
will deliver the most value for account holders. By
evaluating data across each account, product and
channel, financial institutions gain increased visibility
of behavioral trends and strengthen their understanding
of target account holders. This supports better crossselling efforts.

them by name and understand the context of their visit
to provide the highest-quality service.
With innovation happening faster than ever and
no sign of slowing down, banks and credit unions
must find ways to quickly adapt to each new emerging
technology and account holder demand. There is
no time for managing a mess of back-end systems,
outdated legacy technologies and sorting through piles
of account holder data in various formats. The financial
institutions that invest in a unified digital banking
platform that runs on flexible, scalable technology will
be well-positioned to serve account holders for years
to come. Ultimately, those that adapt now will have
the opportunity to help shape the future of the financial
services industry instead of simply reacting to the latest
trends.

Don’t Forget About the Branch

Better access to data will also help financial institutions
optimize the branch experience and deliver a consistent,
frictionless experience across both physical and digital
channels. Given the innovative digital offerings today’s
consumers have grown accustomed to, they should
not visit the branch and feel like they’ve traveled
back in time. By utilizing data from previous digital
interactions with account holders, financial institution
employees can identify who an account holder is,
along with their recent financial activity, as soon as
they enter the branch. As a result, employees can greet

Abhishek Veeraghanta,
Business Development
Executive, Digital
Initiatives at VSoft
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CFO C U RRENCY

BY ALEC HOLLIS AND MICHAEL ORAVETZ

Evaluating Loan Pools
CFO Currency Part 1

H

and debt-service coverage ratio (DSCR). Ultimately,
in any price of a deal is an implicit assumption of credit
riskiness. Historical loss rates serve as a very important
anchor to the credit loss assumption in the pool pricing.
High and/or volatile loss rates may indicate a need to
dive deeper and could adversely impact the price due
to increased uncertainty regarding loss rates.
The WAM on a pool can impact marketability,
and it also plays a direct role in its estimated weighted
average life (WAL). WAL is the average length of time
that each dollar of unpaid principal on a loan, a mortgage
or an amortizing bond remains outstanding, including
prepayment estimations. Typically, depository
institutions like shorter assets. All else being equal,
the shorter the better, since credit exposure increases
with increasing WAMs. With continued flattening of
the yield curve, the financial incentive for longer paper
may not be as high as it once was. Term premiums are
much lower. The cost of hedging long-duration assets
is much lower than it was even six to twelve months
ago.
Lastly, servicing execution plays a role in
marketability. Servicing released execution in many
cases increases the marketability of a loan pool and

igh performing institutions understand the
importance of evaluating all asset classes
when constructing their balance sheets,
including whole loans. No different from
a securities investment or loan origination,
incorporating the secondary whole loan market into
balance sheet strategy can often improve institutional
performance. In this article we’ll dive into the relative
value in the whole loan and participation space as well
as drivers of deal value and marketability.

Collateral Characteristics
The most direct driver of a loan pool’s price is the
characteristics of the collateral itself. These include:
• Coupon (WAC)
• Credit quality
• Weighted average maturity (WAM)
• Servicing type
From an analytics perspective, everything starts
with the coupon. Higher coupons drive higher yields
(assuming a constant price), and vice versa for lower
coupons. When examining a pool, the gross weighted
average coupon (GWAC) is the starting point, from
which servicing fees are netted out, if applicable. It is
from these cash flows that the yield and loss-adjusted
yields are calculated. Coupons that are too low for the
risk will look unattractive on a loss-adjusted basis.
An obvious concern for any investor in a loan
transaction is the ability to be repaid. Evaluating the
credit riskiness of a loan pool is at the top of the list when
seeking to assess its relative value. Important metrics to
utilize are loan-to-value (LTV), debt-to-income (DTI),
16
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Lastly, servicing reputation, if applicable, is also a big
factor. How experienced is the seller in servicing? If
the seller is retaining servicing, it is important that they
demonstrate proficiency in servicing the loans. Do they
have appropriate collections procedures in place? The
collections operation is important to managing credit
losses.
In conclusion, assessing the relative value whole
loans and participations can provide is a must for
all shrewd balance sheet managers. Not only can
this exercise enhance performance but tapping into
the secondary whole loan market can fulfil a bevy
of institutional needs: lack of organic loan growth,
alleviate liquidity or concentration risk, or expand
asset and revenue diversification. Regardless of the
avenue, secondary loan markets should be viewed
same – an important, and necessary tool for wellrounded depositories.

increases the number of potential buyers. However,
the loan participation market is also relatively deep
and can offer an outlet for those looking to execute
on a servicing retained basis. The tradeoff in value
ultimately depends on the seller/servicer’s reputation,
the nature of the investor/servicer relationship, and the
investor’s ability to service.
In a participation arrangement, the investor’s
rights to interact with the borrower may be limited
and will depend on the agreement between the two
parties. However, this is a necessary evaluation in a
servicing retained agreement where consideration
for both the assets and borrowers is critical. A poor
servicing record, financial instability, or bankruptcy
can severely reduce or eliminate the return to the
investor. Although, if the investor’s cost to service is
prohibitively high, servicing retained execution could
lead to more favorable economics.

Counterparty Reputation

AFinancial Advisors in 2012. Mr.
Hollis performs asset liability
analyses for financial institutions,
various ‘what-if’ analyses, budget
forecasting, liquidity forecasting and
any other modeling requirement to
fit the needs of ALM’s clients. As an
Associate, Mr. Hollis’s additional responsibilities
include the presentation of results to client ALCOs
and senior management as well as mentoring new
financial analyst team members.
Mr. Hollis holds a bachelor’s degree in finance
from the University of Notre Dame in South Bend,
Indiana.

In many cases, counterparty considerations are
important for buyers. If a seller/originator has a proven
track record in the secondary market and significant
servicing experience, their pools will more likely
translate into increased marketability. The financial
health of the seller can also play a role. Strong capital
and/or financial performance can instill confidence and
help expediate the due diligence process. Additionally,
a more qualitative factor is the evaluation of the key
employees of the selling institution. This can range
from lending officers all the way to the executive
management team and serves to provide a more
thorough picture or the seller and their reputation.
Counterparty and reputation considerations also
arise from a compliance standpoint. Buyers want to
know lenders have procedures in place to maintain
compliance with the CFPB and other lending
regulations. Indirect lending programs come with a
host of additional considerations, including managing
dealer relationships and pricing.

Michael Oravetz
Associate, ALM Strategy Group
ALM First Financial Advisors,
LLC
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MO RTG A G E
L ENDING

BY GREG BROWN

Golden 1 Credit Union Enhances
Mortgage Experience

with First Home Loan Center in Santa Clara

A

cross nearly every sector, companies
are focused on harnessing technology
to improve the products and services
they offer customers. One need look no
further than retail giant Amazon to make
the business case for focusing on customer convenience
above all else.
The financial services industry is no different.
Convenience and improving the member experience
through digital channels is top of mind for all credit
union executives, especially in an age where technology
is synonymous with customer service.
Amazon continues to dominate retail thanks to the
convenience they offer online. However, they have
found customers prefer to do returns in person. Recent
partnerships with Kohl’s and Whole Foods placed
Amazon lockers at multiple locations throughout select
markets. The partnerships have helped Amazon bridge
the brick-and-mortar gap and bring much-needed foot
traffic to retail stores.
Golden 1 Credit Union believes consumers’
preference for in-person transactions is also true for
some financial products and services, particularly
mortgages. Recent research by Celent indicates
consumer tastes are changing. For simple transactions
such as deposits and transfers, consumers prefer online
banking. For topics that require in-depth conversations
such as investments and home loans, 77 percent of
consumers would rather visit a branch. Purchase loans
in particular require the human touch. Consumers also

find solace knowing there is a local branch to help
solve problems.
While online lenders are gaining market share
on the big banks, particularly for refinance loans,
credit unions have continued to increase their share
of mortgage loans with a mix of online and personal
interactions. Experts continue to debate the value of
an entirely online mortgage, but one thing is certain.
In a time when there is not much room to differentiate
mortgage products, financial institutions must seek
opportunities to provide exceptional delivery and
experience to consumers.

Brick and Mortar in a Digital World
As the nation’s sixth largest, and California’s leading,
credit union, Golden 1 is enhancing its member
experience with the technology and digital assets to
best serve our members. Our focus is on building a
18
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Recently, this focus on personal interaction led Golden
1 to open its first Home Loans Center in Santa Clara
County, California – one of the hottest and most
competitive real estate markets in the country. In May
2018, the median home price was up nearly 17 percent
year-over-year, the average number of days on market
was 14, and the number of single-family home sales
increased by 19.7 percent compared to April 2018.
The Golden 1 Credit Union Home Loans Center is
a one-stop shop for home lending. Here, Home Loan
Advisors help members with the entire mortgage,
refinance, or home-equity loan process in a comfortable
atmosphere dedicated to lending. Experienced Home
Loan Advisors can also connect homebuyers to realtors
who specialize in the local market and offer Golden 1’s
Buyer Advantage program, which provides a discount
on closing costs, among other benefits. We also focus
on demystifying the mortgage process through our

cohesive and consistent experience across the many
channels – online, app, in-person, phone - members
can use to access their money, get advice or obtain new
products and services.
Golden 1 has analyzed the needs of our members
and found that while enhancing the digital experience is
essential, there is a significant opportunity to improve
one of the largest financial transactions of a member’s
life – purchasing a home. Like returning a purchase,
many consumers prefer to finance a mortgage in
person. Consumers also prefer specialized support
from experts who focus exclusively on home loans.
On such a large loan, differences in interest rates and
loan options can have a huge effect on the long-term
cost of the loan. Finding the right product to meet our
members’ goals is essential and puts a premium on
face-to-face advice to ensure they have the right loan
not only for today, but for the future.
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Financial Wellness program by hosting events for firsttime homebuyers and real estate agents.
Many financial institutions are shuttering brick
and mortar locations due to cost, but the Home Loans
Center is more economical than building and operating
a branch because it requires less infrastructure, space,
and staff to provide customized member service.

Golden 1 Home Loan Advisors will partner with the
homebuyer to evaluate the myriad of options available
and ensure members make the right decision for their
unique situations. Sometimes a computer or a voice on
the telephone may not offer the information, time, or
resources needed to make a homebuyer feel confident
when making a huge financial decision.
Our goal is to be California’s credit union, and if
successful, we plan to build more Home Loans Centers
in other communities throughout the state. With
so many of the state’s loans originating in Southern
California, we see that as a potential market in the
future.
In a time when business is constantly evolving to
meet consumer expectations, and as we continue to
focus on channel convergence, Golden 1 is confident
that the member experience will always be stronger
when human interaction and technology are working
together.

Breaking into a New Market
While there are headwinds, including a lack of new
inventory and rising home prices, recent industry data
is encouraging. The real estate market is emerging from
the refinance boom and there are more purchases than
refinance transactions. There is also an influx of firsttime homebuyers, people moving into second homes,
and people recovering from previous short sales and
foreclosures.
Golden 1 already has an established, successful
team of home loan advisors in Santa Clara and now
the Home Loans Center provides more resources
to support local homebuyers. By opening in a retail
center in this bustling Silicon Valley community on a
high-traffic street, Golden 1 hopes to introduce more
people to the brand and raise awareness of the benefits
of lending through a credit union.
We also continue to build our network in the Santa
Clara market, concentrating on area realtors, insurance
agents, and financial advisors. This network will help
spread the word to potential homebuyers and help us
develop relationships with others who play key roles in
the real estate market, including real estate agents and
community groups focused on lowering the barriers to
homeownership.

Greg Brown joined
Golden 1 Credit Union
as Vice President of
Consumer Lending
in 2014. He was
promoted to Senior Vice
President and Chief
Lending Officer in 2015.
His accomplishments include developing and
implementing successful sales and operational
processes and procedures while fostering quality
consumer loan growth.
Greg previously served as Vice President and
Senior Product Manager at BMO Harris Bank. He
earned his Master of Business Administration in
Organizational Leadership at Ashford University.
He has more than 22 years of consumer lending
experience.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/greg-brown-9401265/

A Better Mortgage Experience
The Home Loans Center will provide Golden 1 the
opportunity to do what it does best - give a more
personal experience and in-depth financial advice
during the mortgage application process.
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BY DR. ART HARPER

Contactless EMV Adoption
EMV

chip adoption continues
to spread throughout the U.S.,
according to the spring 2018 market
snapshot from the U.S. Payments
Forum.
In fact, 96 percent of Visa
payment volume at the point-of-sale
is made using chip-enabled cards,
and 59 percent of point-of-sale
locations accept chips, representing
578 percent growth since the EMV
liability shift in October 2015.
Additionally, 91 percent of U.S.
ATMs are now EMV-capable,
with 86 percent accepting chip-onchip transactions – a significant
improvement from 19 percent and
58 percent in 2016 and 2017, respectively. Overall,
counterfeit card fraud for chip-enabled merchants has
seen a 70 percent decline.
With the rollout of EMV chip technology well
underway in the U.S., attention is turning to a natural
next step: contactless EMV payments through both
cards and mobile devices. The groundwork is already in
place. According to Mastercard, nearly 800,000 unique
merchant locations were already contactless-enabled
by the end of 2017. And with some of the big players
in the transit space – the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority in NYC and the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority in Boston – in the process
of rolling out contactless payments systems, consumer
behavior will begin shifting quickly.

To better understand the likely trajectory contactless
EMV will take, let us take a closer look at the strategy
for merchants and issuers when it comes to rolling out
the technology, and considerations for credit unions
surrounding implementation:

Dual Interface Cards
Issuers utilized the contact chip card process for
initial EMV deployment as it seemed to be the most
convenient method for the cardholder. Most merchants
had not yet enacted their EMV terminals for NFC
(Near Field Communication), and contact cards were
widely considered to be the best from an issuance
standpoint to minimize cardholder confusion with the
new process.
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timeline for deployment of dual interface cards to the
membership base? Will the credit union go with a
natural reissue or mass reissue? Credit unions should
start thinking about how to get contactless cards into
members’ hands as soon as possible in order to remain
top-of-wallet when consumers and merchants begin
quickly adopting contactless payments and not be left
playing catch up.
3) Over the last few years, cardholders have been
transitioned from a “swipe” to an “insert” to now
a “tap and go” process. Having a marketing plan in
place geared toward educating both credit union staff
and members about the differences and benefits of a
dual interface card versus a contact EMV card is a
necessity. A strategic marketing plan should take the
timeline for deployment and overall digital strategy
into consideration. Is there an incentive for changing
over earlier to dual interface cards? Can cardholders
be encouraged to use their credit union card for
setting up monthly automatic payments or as the card
of preference for mobile wallets and online payment
options like PayPal and Amazon? Credit unions
should consider utilizing a strong rewards program
tied to a card to incent members. A quicker transition
to dual interface cards will be more advantageous for
the credit union from a card replacement and income
(transactions from automatic and mobile payments)
standpoint.

Fast forward to today, and more and more terminals are
providing contactless payment activity through mobile
wallets like Apple Pay and Samsung Pay. This trend
has issuers rethinking their strategy of contact card
issuance and beginning to consider dual interface cards.
These dual interface cards provide cardholders with the
ability to process a contactless EMV transaction if the
terminal is enabled with contactless EMV technology;
and if not, the cardholder can just insert the card and
use it as a traditional EMV card.
If there are more cards offering contactless
functionality, along with more terminals enabled with
the current mobile applications in the market, we will
eventually begin to see a shifting tide in terms of faster
adoption of contactless and mobile payments.
Education
One of the biggest considerations leading up to the
EMV liability shift was consumer education. It was
essential to make sure credit union members understood
the reasons for implementing the new technology, and
most importantly, how it affected them.
The same will be true surrounding contactless EMV.
Proactively answering questions about why contactless
technology is being implemented, who it benefits and
how to use it will be essential to ensuring as smooth
a transition as possible and providing a seamless
experience for members.
What should credit unions be considering as they
move forward?
1) The issuance of dual interface cards should be
part of an overall digital strategy that encompasses
mobile applications like Apple Pay and Samsung Pay,
wearables including Fitbit and Garmin, and online
applications such as Visa Checkout and Masterpass.
Is there a clear and concise plan to ensure consumers
have a positive experience using the application of
their choice, with the credit union card being readily
available in all of them?
2) Credit unions need to manage their card stock if
they are moving to dual interface cards. What is the

Dr. Arthur (Art) Harper is part
of the EMV team at PSCU, the
company that is certified and was
the first to issue credit, debit and
prepaid EMV cards in the credit
union market. He has written
several articles and educated credit unions across the
country through internal and external webinars, EMV
roadshows and one-on-one meetings. Art represents
PSCU and the credit union industry on the U.S.
Payments Alliance board.
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BRA NC H
ST RATEG I ES

BY CHAD DAVIS

Branches Need to Lean on More HR
Data Driven Approaches
The combination of human capital and workforce
management data helps to clear the path for more
strategic approach with branch staff

T

echnology is rapidly changing our worklives, and there are no signs of it slowing
down. Even HR is becoming increasingly
data-driven and is having a strategic
impact on the bottom-line. The challenge
in credit unions is finding an HR approach that brings
all the information about employees and workforce
performance across the organization together to
optimize execution of the human capital strategy.
For example, a teller supervisor wants to make sure
their branch is fully staffed with the most productive
employees on Friday afternoons, the busiest time of
their week. To ensure high-quality member service, she
wants to schedule employees most likely to be there
on time and meet or exceed members’ expectations for
timely, accurate, and friendly service.
Toward that end, the teller supervisor turns to her
credit union’s workforce management solution. She
reviews data on the available employees to determine
which ones to schedule based on cost, seniority, skills,
and attendance record. But that’s not the only information
she could consult to make sure the team scheduled to
handle peak traffic efficiently and effectively are among
the credit union’s strongest performers. It would also
be helpful to add in performance history, including
sales, service, and product proficiency, which might be
available through a human capital management (HCM)
solution.

Without that information, the manager is basing her
staffing decisions on partial data, a drawback that could
negatively impact member service and sales results.
A system that integrates workforce management and
HCM and centralizes all available HR data in one place
can streamline operations and enable a more complete
understanding of business performance.
That’s one of the scenarios—and solutions—
shared in a new ebook from Kronos, “A Unified
Approach: The Integration of HCM and Workforce
Management.”

Workforce management vs. HCM
Workforce management and HCM may seem like
synonymous, or at least closely related, terms.
However, much of the software offered under these
labels was initially developed and has continued to
evolve in distinct directions. Bersin by Deloitte notes
that the term human capital management “represents
23
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In just six months, PSCU has saved credit unions over $105 million in
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recruiting, onboarding, performance management,
staff development and advancement, and retention.
Accomplishing that goal is only possible if the credit
union can combine all available sets of data to drive
more effective decision making and enhance business
results—so the organization can bridge the gap
between tracking employee work and tying it to overall
financial performance.
Credit unions are serving an increasingly diverse
field of membership with a wider range of products,
services, and delivery channels than ever before, and
they rely on an equally diverse workforce to do so.
More than a third (35 percent) of Americans on the
job today are millennials, ages 22 to 37, who expect
employers to use state-of-the-art technology that can
help them manage their work experience. At the same
time, 19 percent of people ages 65 and older are still
working at least part-time. That span of age, education,
on-the-job experience, and expertise with both personal
and technology-powered member services can work to
a credit union’s advantage if it has the best tools in
place to deploy and manage its workforce.
Many other business units across credit unions are
tackling the same challenge. For example, marketing
is looking for ways to pull together data from diverse
systems to better personalize offers to members, and
lending software is becoming increasingly sophisticated
in wielding information required to complete the loan
process and identify other ways to build member
relationships. Along the same lines, a unified HCM
solution can help credit unions simultaneously improve
the many processes inherent in HR and ratchet up
financial outcomes.
Here’s another example of this dynamic in action,
adapted from the Kronos ebook: When placing reports
from two systems side by side, the call center manager
can see that the rate of members waiting on hold from
8 to 9 a.m. past the targeted service standard coincides
with a number of employees regularly arriving late

the entire range of practices and processes for managing
people in an organization—which is a superset of talent
management.” However, HCM technology systems,
for the most part, have been engineered to support
management of salaried professional staff, while
workforce management systems focus on employees
paid by the hour.
The result is that employers may rely one system to
manage salaried employees’ performance, professional
development, and compensation and benefits and
another to manage, schedule, and pay their large
nonexempt/hourly workforce. Or they may maintain
several systems for scheduling, payroll, benefits
administration, performance management, and other
key functions.
In either case, it is difficult to bring all of that data
together to develop, implement, and monitor progress
toward human capital strategies and to comply with
local, state, and federal workforce regulations.
“To stay competitive, mitigate compliance,
and drive business growth, it’s time to think more
strategically about your entire workforce, the practices
and processes required to effectively manage, engage,
and retain all your people; and the technology that’s
needed to put your HCM strategy to work,” the Kronos
report recommends. “In short, it’s time that HCM
technology offered a unified system to bring the power
of workforce management solutions to the practices
and processes involved in executing your holistic
HCM strategy.”

Bridging the gap
HR professionals work with managers throughout
the credit union to guide its most valuable asset—
its people—to become more effective, more
productive, and more engaged throughout the
employee lifecycle. The goal of investing in HCM
and workforce management software is to support
and improve outcomes across the stages of that cycle:
25
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management were previously clunky and inefficient,
your users now have the data and insights they need to
be more effective in their roles.”

for work. An HCM solution that consolidates all
employee data might help the manager see a pattern:
The most frequent offenders all live 15 or more miles
away and, given regular traffic gridlocks near the call
center, likely deal with daily commuting headaches.
Having identified the root cause, the manager can
now work with staff to select and try out a range of
possible solutions, from adjusting work schedules to
subsidizing public transit passes.
“A unified system empowers your organization to
notice gaps, link relevant employee data easily, and
make informed, timely decisions that engage employees
and drive business performance,” the report suggests.
“When workforce management works with HCM,
your organization has a well-oiled machine working
in the background. Whereas capacity planning and

Chad Davis is
senior industry
marketing manager,
Financial Services
Practice Group,
Kronos, which is
a leading provider
of workforce management and human capital
management cloud solutions. Kronos’s industrycentric workforce applications are purpose-built for
financial institutions of all sizes. Chad can be reached
at chad.davis@kronos.com.
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SOLU TIO NS

BY JACK KELLY

Loan Officers are Entrepreneurs, too

A

n entrepreneur is a person who organizes
and operates a business and takes on
financial risk to do so. In the credit
union industry, our loan officers are on
the front lines with members and making
important financial decisions every moment of the day.
For these reasons, loan officers must know how much
or the type of business they are generating as well as
how (or if) they are contributing to the credit union’s
bottom line. This is why we MUST consider our loan
officers entrepreneurs.
Consider a loan officer who has a loan portfolio of 10
million dollars out of a total credit union loan portfolio
of 50 million dollars; we have an individual who is
responsible for 20% of an overall portfolio. However,
after questioning loan officers about what that portfolio
consists of or how much income it generates, a loan
officer typically cannot answer. This is bad business.
Training programs for loan officers are usually very
thorough with covering the policies, guidelines,
compliance, how to process an application, interviewing
basics, and some level of decision making. The one
key, missing ingredient is teaching loan officers to
be business people. Every individual we give lending
authority to is, in fact, running a business inside of
a bigger business and needs to be treated as such.
By empowering them with the knowledge of how
our business works and how they contribute to the
business’ overall performance, we can create career
driven employees and overall long-term financial
growth and stability for the credit union.
Every loan officer should be able to answer 3 questions:
What is the size of your loan portfolio? How is your
portfolio broken down by paper grade? How much

income does your portfolio generate? We train and
empower with authority and tell them to lend by using
safe and sound practices, which is all very necessary,
but we can’t stop there. Loan officers should be also be
provided with a list of essential elements, most ideally
on a weekly basis, but no less than monthly:
• Portfolio size & percentage to overall credit union
loan portfolio
• Portfolio broken down by paper grade
• Portfolio broken down by products
• Portfolio broken down by product by paper grade
• Gross and net yield of portfolio
• Individual gross and net yield by product
• Delinquency and charge off of portfolio
• Delinquency and charge off of portfolio by paper
grade
• Delinquency and charge off of portfolio by product
• Net income of portfolio
• Net income by product
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and increase the likelihood of that their investment in
their work is worthwhile. Additionally, we must know
the expectations of our staff to meet them where they
are. And, as our loan officers become results-focused
and maintain ownership over their business, an
incentive plan becomes a necessity. An incentive plan
helps staff set personal goals and achieve the results
we know that each staff person is capable of reaching.
These solutions breed a culture of excellence.
The responsibility of shifting the focus to a solutionbased approach lies with credit union management.
The most dangerous phrase is, “We’ve always done it
this way,” and doing nothing leads to greater turnover
of staff, larger expense ratios, member disillusionment,
slow or no growth, and diminished net income. Overall,
management must build entrepreneurial culture,
establish a culture of excellence, and therefore help to
retain staff. Do we have the strength of conviction to
make these necessary changes? Change starts now.

This information is essential for knowing your business.
From a management perspective, this will also give
managers and trainers the ability to develop targeted
training and motivation geared toward the individual
loan officer’s strengths and weaknesses. Performance
goals can be formulated to focus not just on volume but
on overall portfolio performance. Developing our loan
officers this way creates an entrepreneurial culture that
allows management to strategically forecast overall
branch profitability. This begs the question: are we
measuring each branch as a separate business within
a business? Too many credit unions just look at the
overall bottom line when they should be drilling down
to the branch level.
The number of credit unions has decreased by 499
since 2015 either due to merging or closure. Now
at 5,744 credit unions, indications show that this
number will continue to decrease. The good news
is that membership, deposits, and loan volume is up
significantly over the last four years. One must ask if
are these positive trends due to attrition in numbers or
overall new business? One would guess that both are
responsible. The concern has to be if we do not focus
on each branch as a profit center and empower our
member contact staff to own their business, attrition
may eventually reverse those positive trends. And by
adopting an entrepreneurial culture across the board,
perhaps these issues would look much different.
Staffing is the biggest challenge facing credit unions
and their overall profitability and long-term stability.
We spend a lot of time and money searching for, hiring,
and training people who we think will fit into our
specific culture, and we need to retain them. However,
the reality of the situation is that there is a significant
generational challenge on our front lines. Entry level
positions were career positions at the inception of the
Credit Union Movement where today it is no longer
that. Our workforce has changed, and we must shift
our focus to a solution-based approach. Reinventing
these positions to be project-driven to engage our staff

For more on this topic and
other related topics, please
consider joining LSCI for
a dynamic, interactive
Branch Manager Workshop
on October 29-30, 2018 in
Charlotte, North Carolina,
hosted by Jack Kelly and
Lorrie Wohlfeil. LSCI’s
Branch Manager Workshop will provide valuable
insight into effectively managing staff and creating a
culture of excellence.
For more information, contact Jack Kelly at jkelly@
rexcuadvice.com or visit: http://www.rexcuadvice.
com/university-of-lending/courses/branch-managerworkshop-october-29-30-charlotte-nc
Source: CUNA U.S. Credit Union Profile, First Quarter 2018
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THE C U S TO MER
EXP ERI ENC E

BY BENJAMIN ROTHENBERG

Member Service Excellence –
The Credit Union Promise

One of key differentiators for member retention is the
customer service experience. How can credit unions build
on that legacy and keep members satisfied for life?

C

redit unions offer several key advantages
over community banks and megabanks.
There are the obvious fiscal perks for
members – lower rates on mortgages
and auto loans, higher rates on savings
and CDs. There are the intangible benefits – memberowned, community-focused faces right down the street.
Then there is arguably the most important advantage:
customer satisfaction. Did you know that 92% of credit
union members are highly satisfied with their banking
experience, compared to just 84% of community banks
and 75% of megabanks[1]?
Credit unions’ unique member-first approach,
along with the other benefits above, make them
centerpieces of their communities. This standing is
important to maintain. In a series of profitable firsts,
new generation of Americans are hitting key milestones
in their financial lifecycles. Everything from opening
their first checking accounts or buying their first cars,
to getting their first credit card or buying a home are all
opportunities to create and build new, loyal members.
Quality customer service is a linchpin for retaining a
lifetime of active credit union engagement.

service would change their loyalty to their primary
institution, according to a recent Accenture study[2]. A
member-savvy credit union could welcome customers
from the bank down the street. A struggling credit
union however could lose those members, a devastating
blow.
Despite the digital divide, well-trained frontline
staff is still a critical part of a successful memberfirst strategy. When 4,000 consumers were asked the
question “Why do you anticipate you will use branches
two years from now”, Nearly one-half replied that
they trust their institution more and feel they receive
more value when speaking to someone in person.

Why is Member Experience so Important?

Switching financial institutions can be a formidable
task full of paperwork and fees, but it isn’t enough to
stop the 40% of consumers who said more personalized
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promote best practices, financial literacy initiatives,
and exclusive offers and promotions.

Some experiences simply cannot be replaced with
technology, and the in-branch experience is one of
them.
Responding to member feedback will pay dividends
– literally! A Salesforce in-depth study of banking
executives revealed that the #1 difference between
institutions with growing revenue vs. stagnating-ordeclining revenue was acting on consumer feedback.
The experts of what you members need to succeed
are your members! Taking – and acting – on their
feedback will make your credit union wealthier and
more successful.

Give the member experience team lead a seat at the
table.
The member experience team lead at your credit
union has valuable insight that can expand on business
metrics and web analytics, through anecdotes and
trends that your member support representatives see on
a regular basis. From budgeting and marketing, to app
development and even branch layout decisions, your

What can I do to improve my member experience?
There are some easy steps your credit union can take
to further improve your already-stellar commitment to
member success:
Create venues of engagement that allow members
to communicate their way.
Some members will line up in your branches. Some
members will call on their lunch break. Some members
will email you after hours. There are so many mediums
of communication in the social media age, and your
credit union can be there every step of the way. Phone,
email, in-person, Facebook, Twitter, be sure to be
accessible where your members are – even if some of
the online presences only exist to encourage a phone
call or branch visit. Your members will appreciate the
ease of first touch!

member service representatives know the questions
your members are asking, and the pain points your
members experience. Give them a seat at the table, and
you’ll be surprised at the number of ways your credit
union will grow.

Provide end-to-end member support throughout
the entire member journey.
It can be easy to think of a member relationship as
a series of answers to occasional questions, but it’s a
long-term process that starts the moment your member
utilizes their first product or service. Through nurture
email campaigns, you can be a constant presence in
the day-to-day of your members. Don’t just be there
when a member has a question, but instead constantly

Be proactive about offering help.
Speaking of pain points, your members will experience
them – and they won’t always want (or know how) to
ask for help. A recent study showed that only 54% of
financial institution customers aged 18-25 contacted
someone about a problem, up to 65% for 25-35-yearolds. This means nearly one-third to one-half of
potential lifetime members aren’t getting answers
30
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Providing rapid solutions and multiple touchpoints
can keep members calm, but it’s also important to
proactively prevent issues before they can even arise.
“Regularly monitoring member support metrics gives
us valuable feedback to provide to our product and
marketing teams. For example, addressing a single line
of language in a marketing email reduced incoming
support tickets by over 70%.”

to their questions. Don’t just wait for members to
reach out to you. Adding prompts to ask if there are
any questions, whether in a talk-track or in an app
or website, can help empower members to ask the
questions they need to be successful – and remain
members at your institution for decades to come.
Empower your front-line employees.
Your front-line employees will be the first line of help
for many members who need help. By empowering
them with the knowledge and training to troubleshoot
the most common questions and issues members bring
in, you can provide faster solutions, as well as free up
internal resources to work on other tasks. The fewer
touchpoints for an amenable solution, the better!

Start Where You Are
There are hundreds of tools on the market that promise
streamlined member service experiences and it can
be a daunting task to figure out where to begin, but
the only place you can start is exactly where you
are. Educate your employees. Knock down barriers
between departments. Encourage dialogue between
the teams who talk to your members, and the teams
who listen. Excellent member service is one of the
main differentiators between credit unions and other
financial institutions, the steps you take today and, in
the future,, will keep it that way.

Hear it From the Expert
Chris Remington, Senior Client Relationship Manager,
has been in the business of providing exemplary user
experiences for ten years, including over six with
Buzz Points. One of the ultimate goals any member
support team should strive for is attentiveness. “When
it comes down to it, your users want to know you’re
actively listening and working on a resolution,” says
Remington. “Whether it’s a person behind a desk
monitoring an inbox, or an automation workflow, the
best way to open a positive dialogue with a member
seeking support is with a rapid response.”
When members know they’re being taken care of
and listened to, you’ll end up with more time to properly
triage their issue. “Even if you don’t have the answer,
the simple act of following up periodically, saying
‘we’re working on it, you haven’t been forgotten’
goes such a long way in keeping members satisfied,
when the issue isn’t something that can be resolved in
a single reply.”
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BY ALEC HOLLIS AND MICHAEL ORAVETZ

Applications Of Hedging Programs
CFO Currency Part 2

H

Quantifying Risk

edging programs exist in various forms
and in a wide array of industries. At its
most elementary level, hedging is the
action of adjusting, reducing, or mitigating
the adverse impact of potential market
fluctuations. For many credit unions, hedging is a risk
management decision, used to manage the relationship
between profitability and risk. In this article, we will
dive into reasons many institutions undertake hedging
programs and identify the more granular points of
hedging.

On a trading desk, traders have developed specific ways
to quantify the risk of an instrument to specific factors,
depending on the market and the product. Common
among fixed income industry traders is DV01, or the
dollar value of 1 basis point. As a measure of interest
rate risk, it is basically a trader’s abbreviation for the
dollar value change given a 1 basis point change in
interest rates. This is consistent with the widely used
concept of effective duration, which is the linear
function of a bond’s price given a parallel shift in
interest rates.
Take, for example, a $1 million market value
position in a security with a calculated effective
duration of 3%. The DV01 of the position is simply the
assumed dollar value of this effective duration figure in
a 1 basis point increment. According to the calculations
in Figure 1 below, the DV01 of the position is $300.
This indicates if interest rates were to shift in either
direction by 1 basis point, an expected value change of
$300 would result.

Reasons to Hedge
Hedging is generally part of a credit union’s risk
governance. The evolving regulatory and financial
landscapes present a challenge for credit unions going
forward. Important to ongoing safety and soundness
is ensuring that risk is identified, and that policies,
procedures, and mechanisms are in place to manage
the dynamic risk profile of the institution. This is the
essence of risk management. If a credit union decides
not to hedge, this decision should still be made within
a risk management framework after risk has been
identified and assessed; not because of a lack in proper
risk management.
Credit unions choose to hedge for a variety of
reasons, and they can be broadly categorized. Credit
unions primarily operate in the retail lending sectors,
namely residential mortgage and consumer lending,
and in retail savings and deposits. Thus, choosing to
hedge often involves the desire to mitigate interest rate
risk resulting from one or more of these products and
the relationship between them on the balance sheet.

Figure 1
DV01=MV*Eff Dur100= $1,000,000*3%100=$300

Calculating Hedge Position Size
Calculating the hedge position size involves matching
the hedge position DV01 with the calculated DV01
exposure. Different hedge instruments ultimately
have different exposures; the hedge instrument used
will drive the position size. For example, the 10-year
U.S. Treasury futures contract has roughly 2 times
the exposure to interest rates as does the 2-year U.S.
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Treasury futures contract (DV01 of $72.00 versus $36.04); reference the screenshot from the CME’s website
in Figure 2 below. Thus, if hedging with the 2-year, the position size would be 2 times as large versus using the
10-year contract to hedge.
Figure 2

Source: http://www.cmegroup.com/tools-information/quikstrike/treasury-analytics.html

Other Risk Factors

Let’s go back to our previous example of a $1 million
market value position in a bond. Say a hedger wanted to
remove the interest rate exposure of this position using
the 10-year futures contract. Calculating the required
position size would be done by simply dividing the
DV01 of the exposure by the DV01 of 1 contract,
calculated in Figure 3 below.

Interest rate risk is not the only risk factor for many
securities. A variety of risk factors arise from more
complex assets with embedded options, such as
mortgage-backed assets. Understanding your total risk
position can be done using factor-based sensitivity
analyses. Here at ALM First, we run multi-dimensional
risk analyses (MDRAs) to assess the exposure to
various risk factors, including exposure to interest
rates, volatility, prepayments, and product spreads.
Thus, the hedging approach can incorporate a broader
array of risk factors, and an assessment of basis risk
between the exposure and the hedging instruments can
be assessed.
If our previous example, where a $1 million
market value position was hedged using only the
2-year futures contract, the hedged position would still
be subject to risk of changing discount curve shape,
volatility, prepayments, etc.
Hedging strategies are very important for credit
unions looking to expand products and services
offered to members. In the case of mortgage lending,

Figure 3
Position size=DV01 PositionDV01 Hedge=
$300$72=4.17;round down to 4 contracts needed.
If the hedger decided to use the 2-year contract instead,
the position size would be double, or 8 contracts
needed ($300 divided by $36.04, rounded down).
Remember, the 2-year contract has a notional size of
$200,000 versus the $100,000 notional on the 10-year,
so this drives the DV01 higher than it would be than if
the notional sizes were the same. In practice, hedgers
often use a blend of different maturity dates to match
the exposure to specific points on the discount curve.
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proper pipeline hedging can enable the credit union to
continue offering valuable loans to members profitably.
Additionally, portfolio products that add too much
term-risk to the balance sheet can be hedged such that
the aggregate balance sheet exposure remains tolerable.
In short, interest rate risk should not be managed with
your product offerings.

Mr. Hollis performs asset liability
analyses for financial institutions,
various ‘what-if’ analyses, budget
forecasting, liquidity forecasting and
any other modeling requirement to
fit the needs of ALM’s clients. As an
Associate, Mr. Hollis’s additional
responsibilities include the presentation of results
to client ALCOs and senior management as well as
mentoring new financial analyst team members.
Mr. Hollis holds a bachelor’s degree in finance
from the University of Notre Dame in South Bend,
Indiana.

Michael Oravetz
Associate, ALM Strategy Group
ALM First Financial Advisors,
LLC
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Learning Business Intelligence
Why it is your early warning system.

There is a lot of focus on data analytics these days. Credit unions
have vast stores of raw data, but turning it into something providing
business intelligence can be a challenge. And the fact that the possible
uses for all that information are almost limitless can be overwhelming.
Business Intelligence | biz-nəs (-nəz) in-’te-lə-jən(t)s
1) The transformation of raw data into actionable
decision information
2) A form of alchemy, sometimes mystical and
occasionally magical

W

e’ve taken some real-life examples
from our lending business intelligence
work to bring this sometimes fuzzy
world into focus. These examples
come from our Interactive Loan
Production Analyzer (ILPA), which takes data most
loan origination systems already have and provides an
easy way to visualize what is happening and why. In
other words, these are examples of turning data into
business intelligence.
Most credit unions report on lending metrics, such
as pull-through rate and approved rate, and some also
report on turnaround times. While useful, these high
level lending metrics are just scratching the surface.
Ideally, the intelligence at your fingertips should
enable you to drill down into the whys – why the pullthrough rate is declining or why the turnaround time is
increasing.
True lending business intelligence can provide an
early warning system for problems that are brewing,
help pinpoint the sources of the problems, provide
decision information for staffing and marketing, and
lead to

Proprietary property of c. myers corporation | 2018
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better decisions and a stronger bottom line. Let’s take
a look at two case studies: one where lending business
intelligence helped resolve staffing issues and another
where a damaging trend was identified (and corrected)
at an early stage.

Case Study: Staffing Issues

The credit union in this example had specific goals
to increase the dollars of direct auto loans funded. In
addition to a higher profile marketing presence, they
narrowed in on a few key areas to help accomplish the
goals:
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From their lending business intelligence, management
had already identified two main issues
that needed to be addressed:
• Inadequate staffing during busy times
• Long decisioning times for loan applications

IMPROVEMENT
in these two areas was critical for
success

From test marketing that had been done previously,
credit union management knew they would see an
increase in applications in the desired credit tiers
once they ramped up the marketing. They also knew
a significant number of the applications would come
in between Friday afternoon and Sunday evening.
Management used this information to plan and staff
appropriately, so the additional applications would help
them reach their goal, rather than cause a bottleneck,
increase decisioning times, and provide a poor member
experience.
Once the new marketing campaign was in full swing,
the average volume of loan applications received
increased for every day of the week. Applications
received from Friday to Sunday increased by about
40 each week, which is significant for a $300M
credit union – but these principles apply to any asset
size.

The credit union knew that staffing for weekend
hours needed to be addressed. Before the marketing
campaign was launched, there was already a good deal
of unplanned overtime on the weekends, which was
hard on staff.
Before making the problem worse with higher
volumes, they relied on their business intelligence for
answers. By looking at the time of day applications
were coming in, the credit union management offered
some flex scheduling to better accommodate the
flow of applications, as well as cover weekend days
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more effectively. For example, they found far more
applications came in later in the day on Friday than
on Wednesday. This drill down into the information
resulted in some permanent schedule changes that
actually helped reduce turnover, because weekend
workers were not as overwhelmed and staff was better
able to plan their time.
The credit union cited the staffing changes as
one of the most important factors in their successful
increase in funded loans. They also made some other
process improvements in areas their lending business
intelligence had highlighted.
Before making the staffing and other process
changes, the credit union was decisioning 28% of
the direct auto loan applications with credit scores of
680 and above in 30 minutes or less. The goal was to
increase that metric to 35%. Faster decisions typically
equate to higher funding ratios of approved loans.
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After staffing changes and other improvements were
implemented, the credit union pushed the percentage
of applications decisioned in under 30 minutes to 37%.
So even with increased application volumes, they were
able to make the decisioning process faster for their
members.
This led to an increase in the percentage of members
that said “yes” to their loan offers.

The ability to see and
understand subtle shifts

CREATES AN EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM

Is a 3% drop cause for concern? For this credit
union, which is $1B in assets, the 3% decline means
they funded about 32 fewer direct loans in October.
Assuming an average loan amount of $15,000, this
equates to $480,000 less in fundings for the month.
And if this early warning indicates an ongoing issue,
the credit union would miss out on $5,760,000 in loans
per year.
Taking it one step further, if the issue progressed
from a 3% decline to a 10% decline, the credit union
could be losing over $19,000,000 in loan fundings
every year.
The dollars quickly multiply, so it’s important for
your lending business intelligence to allow you to
easily dig into the possible causes. To pinpoint the
source of the dip, the credit union filtered the data by
different products and found that direct auto loans,
which is a key product, showed a pronounced drop.

The credit union is now reaping the benefits of funding
approximately 10% more of the approved direct auto
loan applications with the same staff and less overtime.
For this $300M credit union, assuming an average
$15,000 loan, the 10% increase equates to $5,400,000
more loans funded each year. For a $3B credit union, it
could be $54,000,000. Having quality lending business
intelligence makes it much easier to identify areas of
friction and monitor the effectiveness of any changes.

Case Study: Identifying A Damaging Trend
Managing the biggest revenue driver for any business
is important. Part of managing is recognizing not only
the obvious trends and changes, but also the subtle
shifts and anomalies that could have significant impact
on the credit union’s profitability. The ability to see
and understand those subtle shifts creates an early
warning system, enabling decision makers to easily
drill down to understand why changes are occurring
and react quickly to prevent more lost opportunities.
In this example, the credit union was looking at direct
auto lending and could see that the percentage of
applications funded was relatively stable. They could
also see that the percentage of approved applications
funded dipped 3% from September to October.

The credit union then filtered by source/delivery
channel (branch, phone, web, mobile, etc.), and was
surprised to see a 12% drop over the same time period
when looking at only the branch delivery channel.
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management was able
to have a conversation
with the branch to find
solutions. They decided to
begin using the call center
to process applications
when they needed extra
help, which preserved
both
the
member
experience and funding
ratios.
Most credit unions already have the raw data that
generated the information used in these examples, but
few are using this data to inform staffing or provide an
early warning system. This is just the tip of the iceberg.
We shared these examples to help bring into focus
what lending business intelligence can look like and
how it can help in making better business decisions.
As credit unions devote resources to data analytics,
one of the challenges is thinking through and defining
what kinds of intelligence you’d like to have at your
fingertips. Good design should include the ability
to track various trends over time and to easily view
information from different angles. Ideally, it should
enable you to answer questions on the fly without
creating a research project, and while it may not answer
every question, it should enable you to ask more of the
right questions.

Drilling down further to determine if the drop occurred
across all branches, or just a few, revealed that the
second busiest branch for loan volume had a 23% drop
in percentage of approved loans funded. In addition,
this branch had recently improved their loan process
and had been making continuous gains, so the sudden
large drop in performance was alarming.

The credit union did a further dive, drilling down to
the volume by day and hourly volume by day, which
revealed the branch was experiencing high volumes on
Mondays and more applications were coming in early
in the day on Mondays. Given that staff still had to deal
with some of the weekend applications on Monday
mornings in addition to the higher volumes, applications
started to back up. This lengthened decisioning times
and caused a domino effect, resulting in delayed
member notifications on Mondays and beyond.
Even without additional volume, bottlenecks can
happen for a variety of reasons, such as staff turnover
or issues with technology, but the goal of good
lending business intelligence is to easily see a variety
of views to help with possible explanations. In this
case, the pipeline report confirmed the bottleneck and

About c myers
We have partnered with credit unions since 1991. Our
philosophy is based on helping clients ask the right,
and often tough, questions in order to create a solid
foundation that links strategy and desired financial
performance. We have the experience of working with
over 550 credit unions, including 50% of those over $1
billion in assets and about 25% over $100 million. We
help credit unions think to differentiate and drive better
decisions through real-time ALM decision information,
strategic planning, strategic leadership development,
project management, and process improvement.
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BY KENNETH C. BATOR

Your Most Important Branch
Your Website

H

real reason behind it was there was an identifiable
gap for credit unions, particularly small credit unions,
when it came to website design,” stated Eric. “Still
today there are tons, I can say over 90% of the credit
union industry, when you look at their websites they’re
not secure, they’re not mobile responsive, there’s not a
great user interface for potential or existing members to
access the sites. But one of the big things to come about
over the past twelve months is ADA compliance.”
“Anybody in the credit union world knows that
there’s been some ‘ambulance chasers’ and some
copycat attorneys as well that are trying to shake down
credit unions due to accessibility,” adds Isham. “While
I don’t endorse their practices, I do strongly believe
that credit unions should have their websites accessible
to the widest range of members and potential members
as they can.” From a brand experience perspective this
simply makes sense in my opinion. You wouldn’t want
a member in a wheelchair, or an older member with a
cane, not be able to visit one of your branches because
you didn’t have an ADA compliant ramp for people
to easily access the front door. Similarly you wouldn’t
want a visually impaired individual to not be able to
access your website and avail him or herself to your
products and services.
This is why Omnicommander has invested in two fulltime ADA compliance officers as well as two blind
individuals that review every site on desktop, tablet,
and mobile they create. “Our credit unions know
that when we go live with a website that it is 100%
accessible, WCAG 2.1 – which is the new standard,”
Eric proudly exclaims. “Our credit unions don’t have

aving company over to our house is
always at least a minor project. Even if I
have invited only one friend over to watch
a game my wife is frantically vacuuming,
cleaning mirrors, and wiping down
surfaces. It usually leads me to say something like,
“They’re not even going to be in this room!” To which I
get response such as, “I’m not having any of my guests
coming into a messy house.” That’s the way most credit
unions and banks feel about their branches…although
I have come across a few that haven’t. When you have
more visitors per day to your website than you do in
any of your locations why wouldn’t you have the same
approach with your online presence?
That’s one of the many subjects I had the pleasure
to discuss recently with Eric Isham, CEO and Founder
of Omnicommander. A credit union’s online presence
that is…not my wife’s impeccable cleaning and hosting
skills.

Eric Isham, CEO
and Founder of
Omnicommander.

One of the first points of discussion was the current
issue with ADA compliant websites. Unlike some
predatory law firms that choose to point out legal
infractions and then extort money out of credit unions,
Omnicommander pinpoints the problem areas and
provides the service to resolve them if the institution
chooses to do so. “When I founded the company the
39
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to worry about one of these
attorneys coming around
about accessibility. None
of our clients have ever
been sued by one of these
people.”
We then talked about
the fact that in today’s
world the website is much
like another branch of the
credit union. So just as you
wouldn’t have a non-ADAcomplaint storefront, you also wouldn’t deliberately
have a location with an ambiance or feel that would
offer a less than positive experience for your members.
“Some credit unions are doing a poor job of really
setting their tone of building a proper virtual branch,”
Eric added. “I talk to credit union CEOs every single
day and they won’t think twice about spending $1
million on a brand new branch but they won’t spend
a few thousand dollars to tune up the one place that
will touch every one of their members. When you think
about your website, it’s your 24/7, always-on, alwaysthere digital branch.”
Eric and I discussed how for Millennials and
Generation Z the first thing they will do if someone
recommends a credit union or bank to them will be to
look it up on their phones. If the mobile site doesn’t
come up correctly or it doesn’t look right they will
close it down in less than two seconds. “Almost
everyone in America today pulls out that phone and
says ‘Hey Siri, show me ABC Credit Union,” quipped
Eric. “If they can’t easily interact and find the services
and products they’re looking for they’re just not going
to move forward.”
“It may be superficial but a lot of trust is simply
built on look,” continued Isham. If the site “isn’t a
good representation of what the (institution) is then
people are going to distrust that brand and not trust
the (organization) with their money.” This reminds

me of one of my common phrases when presenting on
branding which is the fact that people really do judge
a book by its cover. Eric theorizes that “for anybody
about 50 years old and younger they’re accustomed to
a certain level of design. When you land somewhere
and that design is not up to your standards then you say
something’s not right. Something is out of whack.”
So here are a few tips on how to bring your website up
to today’s standards:
- Have a quality look and feel for you website
and mobile site that aligns well with your brand
just as you would have a clean and inviting branch.
Just as you would see something out of place at
one of your physical locations, you know when
something doesn’t look appealing on your site.
- Your site doesn’t have to be ridiculously
expensive, but it does need to be inviting. A few
good pictures can liven up even an old site. Show
pictures of employees that look happy to be there
and members being served. I did a brand review
for one institution whose site was pretty bland
and only had one picture. That picture was of
the outside of their lone branch that looked like a
dental office that was closed with no cars or people
in the parking lot. Why would anyone want to go
there?
- Try not to throw everything you have on the
site. This is a case where less is definitely more.
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Remove the clutter and have a call to action to help
current and prospective members want to contact
the credit union and learn more.
- And, of course, make sure the site is accessible
to everyone. This is not just to protect yourself
from attorneys but more because it’s the right
thing to do. In the spirit of people helping people,
if you can help one person who is impaired in some
manner by allowing them to easily avail themselves
of your services isn’t that reason enough?
The professionals at Omnicommander are experts
at educating executives on ADA compliance and
building well-branded sites. I encourage you to take
advantage of their expertise by giving them a call at
850-269-7111 or, of course, visiting their website at
www.omnicommander.com. Now excuse me I have to
go grab the vacuum as I invited two people over to the
house to watch the football game.

Ken Bator is the author of The Formula for Business
Success = B+C+S and the founder of Bator Training
& Consulting, Inc. (BTC). Ken helps credit unions
create environments where employees actually want
to come to work and members want to keep coming
back. BTC accomplishes this through a combination
of Branding, Culture building, and Strategic planning.
This is the unique B+C+S Formula created by Bator
and featured in his latest book. To learn more about
your organization’s unique B+C+S Formula, contact
Ken directly at 714-681-2821 or kbator@btcinc.
net. Learn more about BTC’s training and strategic
planning sessions at www.btcinc.net.
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